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Comment on “Experimental and Theoretical
Constraints of Bipolaronic Superconductivity
in High Tc Materials: An Impossibility”

Recently Chakravertyet al. [1] raised objections to the
bipolaron model of superconducting cuprates [2]. The
claimed that (a) Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) is n
realized for any preformed pairs because this scena
cannot account for the observed value ofTc, (b) bipo-
larons are ruled out as superconducting pairs becau
they are too heavy, (c) the coherence length in cupra
is such that pairs are strongly overlapped, and (d) t
bipolaron theory is incompatible with photoemission ex
periments. Here I show that their objections are the res
of an incorrect approximation for the bipolaron energ
spectrum and misuse of our theory.

It is commonly accepted that new superconducto
lie close to BEC. We can now assess how clos
The bipolaron energy spectrum has been derived f
perovskites [3]. It consists of two energy bandsE
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2ft cosskx,yad 1 t0 cossky,xad 1 t' cosskzddg, where a
andd are the lattice constants, andt, t0 s. 2ty4d andt'

sø td the bipolaron hopping integrals. By expressing th
band-structure parameters through the in-plane and out-
plane penetration depthslab  fmxmyc2y8pnBe2smx 1

mydg1y2, lc  fmcc2y16pnBe2g1y2, one readily obtains
Tc from the density sum rule [2],
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Here mx  h̄2y2ta2, my  4mx, and mc  h̄2y2jt'jd2.
This expression provides an unambiguous parameter-f
estimate ofTc. In particular, we obtainTc . 100 K
for YBa2Cu3O7 (lab  1600 Å [1], lc  12 600 Å [4],
and the bipolaron densitynB  6 3 1021 cm23) assum-
ing that all 2x holes are bound into bipolarons in the
doped Mott insulator YBa2Cu3O61x. The measured value
is Tc  92 K [4]. Hence, the consideration, which take
into account the multiband energy structure clearly ind
cates that cuprates are in the BEC regime, while the er
neous approximation [1] yieldsTc about 3 times higher.

We now check to what extent our expression fo
the bipolaron hopping integral,t  0.25tbande2g2

[3]
corresponds to the value of the penetration depth. He
g2 ; ga2 with g 

P
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and a2  epyh̄v. A strong interaction of carriers with
c-axis longitudinal phonons (the frequencȳhv .
74 meV) has been established experimentally
YBa2Cu3O61x while the coupling with other phonons is
relatively weak [5]. Because of a lowc-axis conductivity
this interaction is the Fröhlich unscreened interaction wi
a q-dependent matrix elementgsqd , qzyq2 [3], which
yields g  0.162. As a result, one obtainsmx  12me

with the same polaron level shiftep  250 meV and
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bare hopping tband  150 meV as in Ref. [1]. This
bipolaron mass is close tomx . 14me in YBa2Cu3O7
obtained from the experimentallab . It is also close to
mp . 13me found in those optical experiments [6], which
distinguish between incoherent and Drude contribution
Mott and I always emphasized that small bipolarons
cuprates areintersite pairs [2] as a result ofunscreened
interaction [3]. By consideringon-site bipolarons or
by leaving out the coefficientg in our expression for
intersite bipolaron hopping Chakravertyet al. misuse
the theory and overestimate the small bipolaron mass
2 ordersof magnitude.

The coherence length of the charged Bose gas h
nothing to do with the size of a boson. It can be as larg
as in the BCS superconductor [2]. Hence, one cann
distinguish the BCS and BEC by arguing (c) that th
coherence area is large enough to accommodate ma
holes. What is really conclusive is the critical behavio
All experiments so far unambiguously show that the upp
critical field and the specific heat near the transition a
those of charged bosons [2]. The claim (d) that wit
bipolarons “one should expect essentiallyk-independent
spectral functions showing ak-independent gap” [1] is
not correct either. When an electron is emitted from th
sample, the resulting hole propagates in the polaron ba
It is the dispersion of this band which is measured b
angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy. The norm
state gap is alsok dependent owing to the polaron
and bipolaron band dispersion. In fact, the bipolaro
theory describes all major features of the tunneling an
photoemission spectra [7].

To the best of our knowledge there are no unambiguo
experimental facts so far which are qualitatively in
disagreement with the bipolaron theory. Of course, ne
facts may disagree. What is clear, however, is that a
theory, beautiful or not, cannot be destroyed by “ugly
artifacts as those in Ref. [1].
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